
“Living the christian faith in a strange time.”

Since 13th March 2020 the Churches are not having the worship facilities there were till then becau-
se of the covid19 pandemy affecting Portugal and many other countries in the world.

The Church since then is taking place in families, in places where the
christians are to live, to stay safe, to serve as voluntaries in solidarity
intiatives or to work.

The Methodist Church led by the Ministers who are meeting twice a
week online, is producing online support for worship, bible studies and
mission.

There are many different online prayer and sharing groups who meet at
least once a week and are in touch daily through the social networks
available.

The Methodist solidarity foundations have been doing their
best to protect and help mainly the old age people. For this
there have been teams organized to live with the people to be
cared. They stay 24 hours a day replaced every two weeks
for another team that had to stay at home keeping all the ru-
les to be ready for the action asked in the solidarity centers.

Also the local churches being in contact as said above give
atention to the needs may arise to find support for those in
need.

The contribution made by the religious people has been very
much important to help all those who are facing the conse-
quences of the public health crisis. Many are being helped by

the contact made using the available possibilities and prayers to help facing the isolation. Many are
helped in being supported in encouragement and prayer for the work they are doing in benefit of all.
Others are helped with solidarity actions to have the food and the medicines they need.

There are experiences shared telling about those who care about their neighbors who are aged or li-
mited and appreciate the help for shopping what they need.

The Bible essentially is inviting everybody to love God and the neighbor. Thanks be to God in the
actual situation is possible to see what the Bible recomends in many of the believers.

Of course everybody are looking forward a time that a medical treat-
ment will be possible to face the covid19 which will allow the people to
be released from the actual pressure. But there is the certainty that life
will never be like was before.

May the prayers include that all may use this opportunity to take the
best decisions to make life in the planet Earth a lot better.

“Leave all your worries with him, because he cares for you.” I Peter 5:7
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